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Granyte - a seamless stone veneer finish
®

Granyte by Triarch provides a beautiful, seamless stone finish in an
understated elegance. Applied by steel trowel, it easily conforms to
curved surfaces, transforming wallboard, concrete and masonry into an
elegant, seamless stone surface. While Granyte is a veneer stone, it
creates a solid, substantial impression. Pulverized stone, graded for
color and uniformity, combined with light reflecting mica in a clear
acrylic resin, allows Granyte to be quickly applied by trowel to common
substrates. The applications are endless, from residential to
commercial, hospitality to churches.
Conference room at a manufacturing company in upstate New York.
Granyte in Raw Silk #154 w/silver mica applied directly to drywall.
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Granyte® - a seamless stone finish
Proven exterior performance

Granyte — 10 yr. product warranty

Granyte works well for exterior installations. More specifically the Granyte System is appropriate for application to all forms
of concrete and masonry substrates. Approved exterior substrates include: poured in place concrete, precast, CMU, as well as a
scratch & brown substrate. The church shown below used Granyte for the primary structure and the adjacent out buildings to
provide a thoughtfully executed design and coordinating campus effect. The savings as compared to slab stone or precast stone
were very substantial.
Granyte has been tested to handle all kinds of environmental
extremes and carries a 10 year warranty. Accelerated
weathering, freeze/thaw testing, salt spray, water resistance,
mildew resistance, UV resistance, and adhesion are some of the
tests. See our product data sheet (T109) on our website for all
the details.

Product Data Sheet
(T109)
with
performance testing

Color Chart

Design variations
Over a dozen stone colors
Accent mica options:


Gold mica



Black mica



Two sizes of the
white/silver mica

Shown here:
Granyte in Raw Silk #154
w/black and silver mica
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Fashionable Sarasota...a winter retreat for the affluent and famous.
Beautiful beaches, trendy shopping and fine dining populate this up‐
scale community. Enter The Shore Diner, the latest creation from a
prominent local restaurant group.

Granyte in Snow White, representative of the nearby sugar white sand beaches, flows across most of the walls
in this new local hot spot. Fantastic – love it!..are some of the descriptions of the Granyte finish. Cypress
wood and the Granyte play off each other throughout this on‐trend eatery.
Nearby on Tamiami Trail, Italian kitchen showroom Cucine Lube features Granyte on many showroom walls
to compliment fine Italian cabinetry.
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